The territorial governance of organic food and farming in mainstream agriculture spaces
The case of Paris Region

Abstract

This paper examines the role of organic food in the territorial making of. Drawing upon recent regional policies in Paris Region, we argue that these policies are a base of territorial governance. The focus is explored by the linkage between actors. These actors belong at vertical level or horizontal level. However, the interviews with principal actors show it is more complex. The territorial governance depends, so, the power and the biopower. Now, the challenge to Paris Region is to make accepted the organic food development in its economic policy. The organic farming creates new territorial form and a new territorial management. There is increasing evidences convergence between two systems: mainstream agricultural model and alternative food systems. Organic food system becomes a fundamental stake for the Paris-Region Council as a thriving economic policy, an alternative to the rural as a residential space and urban sprawl and a politic symbol of a sustainable development programmatic.
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Organic farming is a form of agriculture which forbids chemicals on the elaboration of products. The concept has existed for 80 years and European Union legitimizes since the 80’s. This farming was enforced by the law in 1993 (Stolze, Lampkin, 2009). The first common law to harmonize the technical systems and the certifications process was vote last year, in January 2009. France aims a development and has a regulation (Grenelle de l’environnement). For consumers and producers organic food is conceived not only as a techniques’ but as safe and care food. These activities structure news spaces near Paris. The Region wants to develop organic farming in the farming territories and to introduce organic food in catering (Poursinoff, 2008). It believes an argument to the regional elections.

This paper investigates the complex impact of organic farming on the territorial governance, more exactly the territorial governance on suburban spaces around Paris. It’s a tribute to the understanding of the impact of the renewal of the farming policy on the governance of agricultural sphere and suburban territories. We confront the concepts of actor-network, governance and the Foucault’s concept of governmentality and propose a framework for understanding of the effect of merchant and non merchant links between actors on the manufacture of the territory. Following Trewavas, our hypothesis are that organic food profit from a positive perception of the population who live in town and suburb spaces. Organic is a “territorial label of quality” (Trewavas, 2001). Further complicating this point-view, many people see organic food and farming as a good thing for the society, a means to develop alternative consumption society by intermediary the AMAP (Association pour le Maintien de l’Agriculture Paysanne, comparable to the Community Supported Agriculture in USA or Teikei in Japan) or cooperative distributors (Abbott Cone, Myhre, 2000). The renewal of the
technical systems is not only a challenge for conventional farming systems but change also the territorial frameworks.

In order to explore the territorial governance of organic food and farming, this paper considers the paradigms used as actor-networks, agro-food networks, territorial governance and regional governmentality. This presentation addresses the role of institution in the implementation of regional alternative economy. The paper ends with discussion about problems which are appearing.

**Organic food and farming: paradigm of actor theory**

The purpose of the demonstration is to understand the place of networks in actor strategies. Scholars place food in the centre of rural studies (Murdoch, 2000, Sonnino, Mardsen, 2006) segmenting the relational framework in vertical and horizontal networks (Marsden, Lowe, Whatmore, 1990). The actor-network theory (ANT) is an approach that focuses upon the status of actor (natural, technological…). With commodity chains analyses, ANT form the vertical network of the agro-food studies (Murdoch, 2000). In the territorial construction to leave organic food, the vertical actor-network re-groups actors of production (producers as cereal growers, truck farmers or poly cultural growers), processing, industrialisation and consumption. These actor related typology enact the commodity chains (Friedland, 2001). These chains display the increasing complexity of food chains as a system variety of social, economic, natural and technical components are unified together (Murdoch, 2000). The shape of vertical food network is only not the sum of all parts but the whole with all links between the different entities.

Friedland (2001) proposes a scale reading in three parts to understand the agro-food system; commodity scales, sector-based organisation and commodity cultures. ANT succeeds on actor network methodology which advocates a methodology based on scales, by facilitating the local. Finally, for Friedland, ANT brings more a methodology for an empirical reading than a theory. The reasoning of this author ends in the implementation of a methodology which establishes itself on scales. In the modern societies, the space is not physical but the space is relational, vast, indirect and imbricate in a multitude of interactions of social groups. Dixon (1999, 2000) shows that the power is located between the upstream (producers) and the approval (consumers) of a food network. In France, the market power is shared by merchants from the National Market of Rungis (a huge national food hub near to Paris), a big retailer-cooperative named Biocoop and the consumers of alternative food. In Region Paris, there are approximately 300 firms involved partially or totally in organic food, this conglomerate represents a great concentration for this country. These companies are part of international companies or state-based companies.

Horizontal networks are the level of innovation and learning process (Murdoch, 2000). The spatial approach considered local like to horizontal scales in the game of actors (You, Wood, 2006). The learning and innovation networks argue that forms of rural specialisation should be local emerging. Traditional form networks live with modern network of knowledge produced by alternative agro-food systems. In Paris-Region, the specific knowledge for producing organic raw materials is hold by farmers and extension services, both actors of the first level. The meeting, on the exploitation, between farmers and technical engineers of local agricultural departments make the base of knowledge and know-how. It is a particular case of agriculture because the producers don’t like exchange their knowledge with the
neighbourhood in the mainstream farming know-how. We think that organic farming system is based upon several natures of values (human, technical and ideological values). This hypothesis condition this paper and that is why, we can analyze the organic system by the alternative agri-food networks (AAFN’s). They are defined by Higgins, Dibben and Cocklin (2008).

AAFN’s focused on the local production as a base of globalization regulation. In British and North-American literatures, AAFN’s is a turn, is a new paradigm to look that the alternative from productivist farming and theirs chains. Two way are drew (Dupuis and Goodman, 2005, Goodman, 2003). In first, the localisation of (organic) food read by the actor confrontations on local scales (farmers, markets, proximate selling…). Secondly, the role of quality in the territorial framework and environmental certification is analyzed. The proximate is the alternative way of live to the local farming production (Sonnino, 2007). In this balance of power between different scales, the social processes become the spatial and economic stakes. In the same time, the AAFN’s influence the conventional supply chains (Higgins et al., 2008). The alternative food networks are perceived and marketed as solutions for sustainable development by economic agents, political actors and engaged researchers. Their spaces of this AAFN’s win to good livelihoods (Morgan et al., 2006). A problem remains. The development of this social alternative network is “mainstreaming” thanks to policy. Indeed, Paris-Region Council of Ile-de-France (the regional institution which governs the Paris Region) decides to base their agriculture policies on environmental practices, in particular organic farming, with five years of delay with regard to the other European Urban Region (Munich, Firenze, Roma, Madrid, etc.). This policy is the core of the policies for the rural regions. This council presents the new territorial governance.

What is Governance?

Governance is essentially used by many disciplines in human sciences, economist, political analysts, sociologists and geographers. They don't agree with a unique definition. Geographers prefer to add it “territorial” when economists and politists explore its institutional forms. The governance unite social researchers by the different levels of analyse and the interaction of public and private actors.

Territorial governance is a combination between countries political, institutions, national regulation, and economic actors. The institutions and policies affecting territorial performance must be referred as a territorial governance of a region (Globerman, Shapiro, 2002). The primer aspect of governance consists in the conformity of behaviours to the rules selected by local power (Lio, Liu, 2008). Agents are embedded in a set of concrete formal and informal institutions. The second dimension of governance is the regulation. This consideration allows us to consider separately the action of a state and of local powers – regional council, associations, and lobbies. The governance is not the disappearance of authority, appears a political stability by a selection of authority. The division of action capacities between territorial actors which have many different form of power in accordance to their role form an array of power. Governance shows the actor networks on a territory made by policies. Increasingly the local policy networks observed in Paris-Region differentiate the territorial development with a plurality of policies and powers towards organic food (Reed, 2009). The organic sector (growers, processors, distributors) is known by different epistemologies: bad reading because of the dominance of the growing of the multiple retailers (Smith, Marsden, 2004), marketing reading of the organic food (Munday, 2006), behaviour of actors (AAFN's).
Now, scientific personalities specialize on this notion and become scientific spokesmen of governance as, for example, Stoker (Stocker, 1998). For him, the governance is a group of institutions and actors which don't belong at the governmental sphere. The governance translates interdependence between institutions' powers associated with the collective action at a local level. The governance makes to take place autonomous actor networks. For scholars the governance made the link between public and private actors (Stocker, 1998). The reading of governance pulls a deepening by a territorial entrance. The geographers envisage the territorial governance by three poles (Lewis, Moran, Barker, 2002). The first is the industry governance, managed mainly by firms (corporate governance, family enterprise, industry network, industry knowledge, industry rules, set of contracts). The second represents the administrative governance structured by social struggle, ideology, power exercises by university, bureaucracy and social regulation. The third pole of territorial governance assimilate at “people in place” in interaction with local knowledge, physical environment, local norms, local obligations, trust and local government (Lewis, Moran, Barker, 2002). The territorial governance is a complex geosystem.

To make a synthesis, the territorial governance is a group of process linked and integrated at the management of political societies by several (elected or not) actors. The purpose of the linkage is to solve societies' problems and pilot expectations on a space. The territorial governance focus on three points: a horizontal coordination, a co-optation of actors' speech and a making of a control of conflicts (power) by a set of idiosyncratic preventive tools. The geosystem give responsibilities at the actors on the principle “delegation”. The territorial governance is based on a collective mediation for the weakened territory. It sends back to another reading: the regional governmentality.

What is the governmentality? To answer this question, it is necessary to analyze the class that M. Foucault gave to the College de France. He has the peculiarity to not steep himself in his ideas. Throughout his lessons, he evokes notions, tried to conceptualize his reflections (Fall, 2005). As soon as he noticed that he became prisoner of his idea, he changed direction, abandoning it to take “another road”. So numbers of delivered concepts were abandoned during his teaching. The governmentality is one between others. During his first teaching, he based his reflection on the power, in particular in « territory, safety and population » in 1977-78 and in « birth of biopolitics » in 1978-79. His courses made echo, and after they were published in various languages, they are now published in French under the title « Governmentality ». This is conceives as the self government of individuals in its articulation with others. Unfortunately this definition wasn’t convenient for Foucault. He improved it by the adjunction of the « subjectivation » which arises from the notion of government. At the same time, the governance is, for him, a kind of grouping of the « ethical practices ». To be understanding, it is necessary to include that the individuals who know that they possess some power govern subjects by means of the knowledge. This governmentality is different from the combination between the power, the knowledge and the subject (the one). So, the definite knowledge pulls resistances on behalf of the persons under the control of the objectified power. The decisions are taken with the agreement of the actors who evolve within the same spaces lived by themselves.

The functioning presupposes, obviously, a crucial element in this system of management: the freedom. As the power is held by everybody, every individual is free to use his power within society. Their regulation by the standards and the codes centre these actions by favouring those who are the most beneficial for societies. More simply, they don't make anything. Why would the actors destroy a system which allows such person? For the best (or in the worst), they are going to choose to modify it and not to damage it. The central element in this
Territorial governance and territorial governmentality... applied theory and concept

This notion of governmentality influences the Hudson’s works, a geographer who works on the exercise of power at the regional level (Hudson, 2005). He transposes the Foucault’s notion into the wave of globalization. For him, it is a way of re-imagining the relations between the economy, the State and the society. Hudson calls it “the new autonomy”. He suggests a new feature of the region: a subject of politics. The region should not be only a territorial support any more but it has to be a political unity above all. This denationalization of the region establishes a new governance of a political and policy system where the power would belong to cities and to regions. It was a perfect application of the governmentality concept. The devolution enters a strong power at local level and an economic success passes by an important role of the region. It becomes a geographic inescapable entity. For the moment in France, this territorial meshing is only a geographic fiction so much the opinions diverge on this question. The governmentality supposes an assent of the actors, a choice made by them and not a choice imposed at an “inquisitive” level. Foucault's governmentality is, finally, a technology of the power. It's a sort of "guidance". The purpose of this governmentality is to make the interests of the citizens and those of government coincide. The region becomes then the centre of a microphysics of the power.

The microphysics of the power is, according to Foucault “all the details and the devices of power in the foundation of the regimes of the truths” (Foucault, 2001b), in other words in societies of Occident, the power takes the same direction as what is considered as the social truth. The microphysics of the power collects three great categories of territorial powers:

- The first one, the sovereign power is embodied by symbolic figures. It establishes a hierarchy which the power stops calling back to avoid the contesting. The sovereign power does not individualize the governed masses. It is a power of groups. It becomes famous for the powerful actors who dictate rules for all the actors on the territory.
- The second power is discipline. It represents exactly the opposite of the sovereign power. It is a bilateral power. It is the military power for example, where each has a place and has to stay by making defined tasks there.
- Finally, the biopower: to caricature, it's the extreme disciplinary power; it is the power of the standards that press on the body of the one who undergoes it. This biopower sets up controls which are established because of deceits like phases of food crises. It structures a marginal space which is all the same integrated into the global system.
Fig 1: The microphysics of power in production territories

This microphysics of the power allows seeing various overlapping spatial strata. By applying the concept of Foucault’s governmentality to the farming spaces of Paris Region, we observe a «broken spatial report» by the use of the powers within the decisions. The governmentality is the reading of the governance by factors of the chaos. However, the governance is not simply an expression of power; it is also a place of listening. The governmentality is a part of the «territorial governance» system.

The governmentality is similar to the *impolitique* (Esposito, 2006). The *impolitique* is one border of politics and policies; it is not the apolitical or the end of politics. On the contrary, it is «politics considered since its outside border. It is its determination»². That is the non-theological thought of the political realism. Certainly, the power is everywhere. It is one of exceptional geographical objects which possess the gift of ubiquity. It structures spaces, builds them, destroys them according to the events. It is the source of the territory. The power consists in several poles in the political and policy complex systems. It expresses itself as well though the speech though the competence, though the decisions that though the action though

---

the undergone that though the live. It is the hard core of the territorial governance. The actions
remain at the heart of the territorial construction. The appropriation is so several orders
(institutional, individual, collective or symbolism). The governance passes by the
consideration of the multiple choices which actor possesses and roles. The stake is territorial.
With the institution of new spatial links, the territorialisation of the spaces of the organic food
is not finished. The territorialisation is an unlimited phenomenon because it is based on actors'
dynamics. Thus, the territorial governance passes so by the institutional powers.

**Organic food system in Paris-Region: What governance for what territories?**

In Paris Region, in 2010, 115 organic farmers produced by furnish the local selling. They sell
to others regions also, peripheral regions. This farming is thinking as a form of family
agriculture. That's not truth. Really, the organic food in Paris Region is produced by
agriculture firm, technology. Organic farming appears as a force of changing the mainstream
model for alternative policy showing at the producers that it is a profitable production
technical (fig. 2). Qualitative research interviewing during one years (March 2009 – February
2010) in 8 departments - the territorial French levels below the Region give us explications of
technical innovations, growers' profiles and sales practices. Bio food is mainly sells directly
(on farm shop, group of consumers, associations of alternative sales). Part of the production is
selling in supermarket (Carrefour, Monoprix) trough distributors' logistical hubs. Part is also
sells in the National Market of Rungis - commodity market for the city retail shops and
supermarkets. Paris Region invests in a specific place for organic food in Rungis. The
growers have power because they are the first link of the organic chain. Those organic
farmers engaged in the process in direct and local sales think that participate at the local
development. They feel as minority but also as useful people. The organic growers form
informal networks with extension on the others peripheral regions. The Paris-Region support
their environmental service by a regional subsidies (151 €/ha for crop, 600 €/ha for vegetable
farming and 900 €/ha for fruits).

The second part of the governance of the organic food in Paris Region is symbolizes by the
certification networks. The certification in France is decentralized. In fact, the government
have the power of certification for the AB label (*Agriculture Biologique*, in French). In
France, a State agency, the INAO (Origin and Quality National Institute) is the effective
arbitrator between the private propositions. This organism propose the rules, the legislator
promulgates the basic law for the organic production. The national regulation takes the texts
of the European laws of organic farming. It is a certification to standards set at EU level
(Reed, 2009). INAO produce work-papers to help the firm of certification. Indeed, the INAO
is simply an up-institute which delegates the ground-work at private firms, *Qualité France*,
*Eco Cert*. The agents of this enterprise go on the organic exploitations and checks the
realizations by producers. This service is paid by growers. Certification for the getting of the
label is of significant cost for farmers.
Another pole of governance is the promoting. Three institutions are in charge of the campaign on the organic food. First, the *GAB* (*Groupement des Agriculteurs Biologiques*) is a regional farmers-union created for the defence of the interest of the organic farmers in the region. The *GAB* proposes technical and administrative help at the farmers. It is financed by the Paris
The **FNAB** (National Federation of Organic Farming) group all GAB of France. It is financed by the basis and State and farmers dues. The **FNAB** is more a lobby than a technical assistance. The FNAB is represented on national institutions (agriculture ministry, national farmers’ assembly, national cooperatives unions, etc.). Finally, the promotion is made of **Agence Bio**. Its role is promoting organic food in all types of media. **Agence Bio** is a national framework completely financed by State budget. This lobby have for mission to promote the quality of organic food with mainstream farmers and all consumers. These three actors were questioned during the investigation period.

Regional policy is the nodal point in the framework of organic farming governance. Scholars use the term “policy network” as a metaphor to design a system with hierarchy of decision (Moschitz, Stolze, 2009). The policies of Paris region embody a “policy network” itself. The policies of Paris Region mobilize different actors and actions (agricultural service, environmental service, elected persons, administrative persons, etc.), linkage between actors (interaction of money circuits, information and knowledge, for example), network structures to constrain the actors involved and relation of politics and policies. The regional context influences the Regional Council policies. The regional farming is an intensive and productivity agriculture which doesn’t accept the alternative farming. The policy takes organic practice for environmental service considering its potentiality in reducing the water pollution. In practical terms it is a loan of 150 € by hectare. Organic farming is less polluting than the conventional agriculture and the Paris Region chooses this solution for its environmental policies to become the first Ecoregion of EU. Despite the influence of the regional characters of the organic network presented here, the paper does not neglect the general context of organic farming development in other European countries (Stolze, Lampkin, 2009). The competition is imperfect, the transparency is not real in market functions and markets lead to an income distribution within a society which is considered unacceptable (Stolze, Lampkin, 2009). Indeed, the organic food breathes a social movement, a positive social movement for intended regional elections.

Certification, policies networks, system of sales to build AAFN beyond localities and region and enabling alternative production to satisfy urban voters and urban consumers (Higgins, Dibbens, Cocklin, 2009). The Paris Region should create a food democracy (Reed, 2009). The Paris Regional Plan of Development 2009 – 2013 decline in four themes, represented by 28 actions. The programmatic of the regional policy for organic development is centralized in the accompaniment of the farmers. The measures subdivide on four targets:

- Facilitate the access to the land for organic farmers
- Support the installations of organic farmers in suburban spaces
- Develop territorial project as installations of organic exploitations in natural parks
- Help the technical development and finance the conversion and the preservation of organic farming

The second hub to facilitate the organic food implantation focuses on the embeddedness. This axe consists to improve the competitiveness of the sectors, improve the organisation and facilitate the cooperation between growers. The third action pole is the financing of research and the teaching. Finally, the fourth action block is constituted by the realisation of this action plan and the communication by facilitating the participative governance. The Paris region establishes governmentality because these actions pull a microphysics of power for elected persons of this region and for the producers around Paris. However, problems appear in the network solidification.
Territories, governance and policies: future and discussion

The regional policy aims an intensification of organic farming and food. The political will don't be enough. The “pragmatism reality” is again favourable to the mainstream model of agriculture. The ordinary functioning is observable because there are producers, system of sales, subventions and consumers. Nevertheless, the functioning can be to improve if the problems are resolved. The practices form the base of exchanges between producers and consumers. The central stake at the moment is the overtaking of the passion and the moral sentiments (Clarke, 2008). The interviewed persons (growers, truck farmers, elected persons, consumers) speak of organic food with “fury”. They are not rational. They oppose, always, the good and the bad, the sanitary food and the industrial food, the quality and the non-quality etc... The dialogue is weak between organic and conventional farmers. The conventional farmers must inspire to organic farming practices and they must stop think that the organic farmers like to post-68's producers. The organic growers interviewed desire to be considered as the other farmers by the public agency and farmers unions. The economic balance sheet of visited exploitation is good and the growers win between 25 and 250 % in more that the same exploitation in conventional agriculture. Firstly, they saw a workforce shortage in the Paris Region. The work on organic farming is not personal developing because there are the also the same spot, essentially the weeding. The workforce is not more paid that in the conventional with more painful labour. Another problem resides on the lacks of organic seeds and plants. NICT reduce the distance and local networks of organic farmers contribute to the exchanges, but the lack of seeds and plant producers in the Region is a real handicap.

For a development to organic food, the mentality must evolve, on particular the policy mentality. The urbanisation is a matter of conflict between farmers and others and between farmers. Land use planning is a sine qua non condition to develop the implantation of organic farm in Paris Region. The elected persons work with the regulation instruments as the planning documents. The Paris-Region Council acts on the free fields privilege the organic farming and not the suburban buildings. The Paris region finances every year the SAFER (the institution which possesses the power to distribute the fields at the farmers). Paris Region give 300 000 € a year. So, this council is the institution which has right of way to install organic farmers on these free fields. This action allow making a sustainable city, it is in connection with the “natural” agriculture. The place of nature is rediscovered thanks to AAFN. The last problem is the sales. To make profit organic farmer must sell on different circuits, especially on direct sales. Most of them associate local sales (association, directly sales) with GM sales. The farmer want his product will be recognised for his quality. To go up to the supermarket, the product is forwarded by a transporter. Finally, the organic farmers don't like see their products on GM because the stake in shelf damage the product. However, this marketing brings them a good payment.

Conclusion

This paper has explored the territorial governance of organic food system in Paris Region. The territorial governance is a form of spatial management from a resource, here, the organic farming. This text contributes to literature on alternative food network (Higgins, 2008, Friedland, 2001, Sonnino, 2008) which analyse the process of the organic food in a large alimentary system, a system which invites to consume otherwise. The AFN’s relies on other mechanism of proximate because they form a linkage on a lot of levels. In fact, the local is re-invented by the new trusts, the new sales. The AMAP and local sell are the symbol of this
renew of alternative consumption. The local actors are the important level to build an alternative farming system which translates by the organic food. The producers choose conversion because they prefer become good-production makers. They feel more responsible in the farming and global society. The regional level structures the territorial development. The Paris Region Council want make a really embeddedness. It finances producers, transformers and the sellers to strengthen the regional network. France and EU appear as political actors.

We have show that any consideration of alternative network shapes in mainstream farming spaces can attend to the way of network forms act with pre-existing structures (technical, socio-economic and symbolical frameworks). The network have considered as Manichean reading. Firstly, we have examined “vertical” networks in the organic farming chain. The level constitute by general actors which make of the base of organic food system. The vertical level group producers, sellers but, so, the National Market of Rungis (the food platform supply), big cooperative shops as Biocoop Shop and the social demand to the alternative food at the mainstream agriculture model during food crisis of 1990 – 2000’s. In Region Paris, there are near 300 firms of transformation in organic food. The upstream (producers) and the approval (consumers) of a food network symbolize vertical networks. It is translated by the mass-market retailing (distribution), the researchers in marketing and in symbolic manipulation. In France, the organic food system is so composed to horizontal level. This level is the network of innovation and teaching (Murdoch, 2000). The horizontal networks identify territorial areas as the group of producer in a small territory to share their know-how. A new economic network is born by organic food and it changes the mainstream farming economic. These two levels give at the actors a power, an action power.

This structuralization make of territorial governance which is a group of process linked and integrated at the management of political societies by a lot of actors. The purpose of the linkage is administrated societies’ problems and expectations on a space. The territorial governance focus on three points: a horizontal coordination, a co-optation of actors' speech and a making of a control. The system gives responsibilities at the actors on the principle “delegation”. The territorial governance articulates around a collective mediation for the weakened territory. It sends back to another reading: the regional governmentality. This last one is composed to microphysics of power (Foucault, 2001). The actors in AFN’s share the sovereign power, the power of disciplinary and the biopower. The creating of a new farming process as organic farming in great level involves a regional governmentality.

In Paris Region, the Regional Council invest in organic farming to become the first Ecoregion of Europe. The organic farmers are “subventioned” to make a “good world”. It is a strategy, a political strategy to apply EU decision and national policies. It is not only that! The regional organic policy allows controlling the suburbanisation, the sprawl of Paris and satisfying urban voter which are favourable at the progression of organic food. Spatially, the organic farming development has termed a scale free network in regional level (Clarke et al., 2008). The local “ethicalities” the regional policies and creates a development by expansion from the “place effect”. It is a base of territorial governance with success and problems. This governance constitutes an environmental consciousness in the greening urban sphere of influence.
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